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1. Demographic network. The main event files are always defined

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) as the intersection of all three belts: time, age and generation
b) as one belt from three time expressions
c) as an intersection of two from the three belts: time, age and generation
2. Which term does not belong to demographic statics?

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) structure
b) society
c) natural increase
3. The component method of prognoses is based on

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) the extrapolation of the total number
b) the expert estimate of professionals
c) natality, mortality and migration
4. Commutation numbers from life tables are mostly used in:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) insurance system
b) economy
c) demographic projects
5. Demographic prognoses using methods of the total number extrapolation are reliable

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) if the population is behind the point of inflection
b) if the population is before the point of inflection
c) the prognosis reliability does not depend on the point of inflection
6. The Czech Republic has:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) 6.5 million inhabitants
b) 15 million inhabitants
c) 10.5 million inhabitants
7. Can, according to law in the CR, marry a first cousin to cousin if they fulfil other conditions in
addition to marriage between related persons?:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) yes
b) only in case of the court permission
c) no
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8. The gypsy population in the CR is estimated at:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) 800 000
b) 250 000
c) 20 000
9. The term of the nationalism is possible explain as:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) Economical principle that involves that political and national identification must be identical.
b) Political ideology that involves that political and national identification must be identical.
c) Political ideology that involves that political and national identification must not be identical.
10. The degree of economic integration can be categorized into following stages:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) Customs union, Common market, Monetary union, Political union.
b) Free trade area, Common market, Economic union, Confederation.
c) Preferential trading area, Free trade area, Monetary union, Customs union, Common market,
Economic union, Customs and monetary union, Economic and monetary union, Fiscal union,
Complete economic integration.
11. The ideological development geopolitics is characterized as:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) 1) the affluence geopolitics based on Europe culture and Paganism released; 2) inherent, natural or deterministic geopolitics; 3) ideological geopolitics; 4) geopolitics of enlargement.
b) 1) the affluence geopolitics based on Europe culture and Muslim released; 2) inherent, natural or deterministic geopolitics; 3) ideological geopolitics (confrontation of the Marx-Hellenic
principles); 4) geopolitics of enlargemen
c) 1) the affluence geopolitics based on Europe culture and Christianity released; 2) inherent,
natural or deterministic geopolitics; 3) ideological geopolitics; 4) geopolitics of enlargement.
12. The integrated theories defined levels as follows:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) neo federalism, neorealist, functionalism, neo functionalism, inter governmentalism
b) federalism, neorealist, functionalism, neo functionalism, inter governmentalism
c) federalism, neorealist, inter functionalism, neo functionalism, X- governmentalism
13. The development of the political regime (based on (J.L. SEILER a A. MIROIR) was as follows:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) 1. Absolute monarchy; 2. limited (control) monarchy; 3. dual monarchy (monarch - parliament);
4. dual parliamentary system (government x parliament); 5.presidential system; 6. parliamentary system; 7. the cabinet system; 8. particracy.
b) 1. absolute monarchy; 2. limited (control) monarchy; 3. dual monarchy (monarch - parliament);
4. dual parliamentary system (government x parliament); 5. presidential system; 6. parliamentary system.
c) 1. Absolute monarchy; 2. limited (control) monarchy; 3. dual monarchy (monarch - parliament); 4. .dual parliamentary system (government x parliament); 5. presidential system; 6.
parliamentary system; 7. the cabinet system;
14. The geopolitics main targets were characterized as:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) 1. desirable Word organization, or other Word macro region; 2. seize control of the tangible position and world areas; 3. consolidation or gaining own position in the framework of
the existing of great power position; 4. realization various political interest different political
subjects.
b) 1. desirable Word organization, or other Word micro region; 2. without effort to seize control
of the tangible position and world areas; 3. consolidation or gaining own position in the framework of the existing of great power position; 4. realization various political interest different
political subjects.
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c) 1. undesirable Word organization, or other Word macro region; 2. seize control of the tangible position and world areas; 3. consolidation or gaining own position in the framework of
the existing of great power position; 4. realization various political interest different political
subjects.
15. The state theories (based on K. Deutsch) is as follows:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) 1. Concentration of the settlement; 2. the town arise and development; 3. the basic communication network arise and development; 4. capital concentration; 5.development of the individual consciousness and group interests; 6. development of the ethnics consciousness; 7.
connection between ethnics consciousness and political activities.
b) 1. de concentrate of the settlement; 2. castle and palace arise and development; 3. following
development of the communication system; 4. capital concentration; 5. development of the
individual consciousness and group interests; 6. reduction of the ethnics consciousness
c) 1. concentration of settlement; 2. decline of villages and towns; 3. arise and development of
the developed communication network; 4. capital concentration;
16. The nation dimension are defined as follows:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) 1. psychological, 2. cultural, 3. territorial, 4. political, 5. historical.
b) 1. psychological, 2. cultural, 3. terrestrial, 4. geo-political, 5. historical- comparative.
c) 1. psychiatric, 2. cultural, 3. territorial, 4. apolitical, 5. historical
17. The current geopolitics concepts is possible to divide as follows:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) 1. bipolar; 2. unipolar; 3. unimultipolar; 4. multipolar.
b) 1. bipolar; 2. unipolar; 3. unimultipolar; 4. X-polar.
c) 1. bipolar; 2. jointpolar; 3. unimultipolar; 4. multipolar.
18. War conflicts and operations is possible to divide to:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) conflict, local conflict, armament conflict, regional conflict, humanitarian mission
b) conflict, local conflict, armament conflict, regional conflict, global conflict, war
c) conflict, local conflict, armament conflict, regional conflict, global conflict, terrorist attack
19. Among main influences of corruption to the society and economical development is possible to
categorize:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) Delays in implementation law, Selection of unqualified contractors, Inflation of costs, Failure
to complete works, Deters investment, Prevents development, Adds to unproductive debt.
b) Immediate implementation of new law, Selection of qualified contractors, Inflation of costs,
Failure to complete works, Deters investment, Prevents development, Adds to productive debt.
c) Gradual implementation of new law , Selection of unqualified contractors, Inflation of costs,
Complete of new investment works according schedule, Deters investment, Prevents development, Adds to productive debt.
20. The phases of decolonization were as follows:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) Phase one: roughly 1948-1960 (most of West and South Africa) ; Phase two: roughly 1964-1971
(mostly East and Central Africa)
b) Phase one: roughly 1957-1973 (most of West and East Africa) ; Phase two: roughly 1974-1994
(mostly Southern/Central Africa)
c) Phase one: roughly 1945-1960 (most of North and East Africa) ; Phase two: roughly 1962-1968
(mostly Southern and West Africa)
21. The rights of national and ethnic minorities guarantee an access to:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.
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a) the right to develop, together with, other members of the minority, their own culture, the
right to disseminate and receive information in their native language, the right to associate
in national associations, the right to education in their own language, the limited right to use
their own language when dealing with officials, the limited right to participate in the resolution
of affairs that concern national and ethnic minorities.
b) the limited right to develop, together with, other members of the minority, their own culture,
the right to disseminate and receive information in majority, language, the right to associate
in national associations, the right to ucation in their own language, the right to use their own
language when dealing with officials, the right to participate in the resolution of affairs that
concern national and ethnic minorities.
c) The right to develop, together with other members of the minority, their own culture, the
right to disseminate and receive information in their, native language, the right to associate in
national associations, the right to education in their own language, the right to use their own
language when dealing with officials, the right to participate in the resolution of affairs that
concern national and ethnic minorities.
22. The status of refugees is possible to define as:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) A person who is outside their country of origin or habitual residence because they have suffered persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or because they
are a member of a persecuted ’social group’.
b) A relatives who is inside their country of origin or habitual residence because they have suffered persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or because they
are a member of a persecuted ’social group’.
c) A family who is inside their country of origin or habitual residence because they have suffered
persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or because they are
a member of a persecuted ’social group’.
23. The main aids of the Millennium Development Goals are:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) Limited extreme rich people, Achieve universal university education, Promote gender equality and empower women, Reduce child mortality, Improve man health, Combat HIV/AIDS,
malaria and other diseases
b) Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, Achieve universal primary education, Promote gender equality and empower women, Reduce child mortality, Improve maternal health, Combat
HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases.
c) Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, Achieve universal high education, Promote equality
and empower men, Reduce child mortality, Improve maternal health, Combat malaria and
other diseases
24. The Prosperity Index consists several sub-indexes, each of which represents a fundamental aspect
of prosperity:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) Economy, entrepreneurship and opportunity, governance, education, health, safety and security, personal freedom and social capital.
b) Economy, limited entrepreneurship and opportunity, governance, education, limited health,
safety and security, personal freedom and social capital.
c) Economy, limited entrepreneurship and opportunity, governance, education, health, safety and
security, personal freedom and social capital.
25. The indirect consequences Earth ecological system in order to keep sustainable development are:

4

Vyberte jen jednu z následujících možných odpovědí.

a) Macro Demographic Economic ; Sociopolitical ; Science and Technology ; Cultural and cinemas
b) Demographic Economic ; Sociopolitical ; Science and Technology ; Cultural and Religious
c) Micro Demographic Economic ; Sociopolitical ; Science and Technology ; Cultural and entertainment
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1. Demographic network. The main event files are always defined

4

• as an intersection of two from the three belts: time, age and generation
2. Which term does not belong to demographic statics?

4

• natural increase
3. The component method of prognoses is based on

4

• natality, mortality and migration
4. Commutation numbers from life tables are mostly used in:

4

• insurance system
5. Demographic prognoses using methods of the total number extrapolation are reliable

4

• if the population is behind the point of inflection
6. The Czech Republic has:

4

• 10.5 million inhabitants
7. Can, according to law in the CR, marry a first cousin to cousin if they fulfil other conditions in
addition to marriage between related persons?:

4

• yes
8. The gypsy population in the CR is estimated at:

4

• 250 000
9. The term of the nationalism is possible explain as:

4

• Political ideology that involves that political and national identification must be identical.
10. The degree of economic integration can be categorized into following stages:

4

• Preferential trading area, Free trade area, Monetary union, Customs union, Common market,
Economic union, Customs and monetary union, Economic and monetary union, Fiscal union,
Complete economic integration.
11. The ideological development geopolitics is characterized as:

4

• 1) the affluence geopolitics based on Europe culture and Christianity released; 2) inherent, natural
or deterministic geopolitics; 3) ideological geopolitics; 4) geopolitics of enlargement.
12. The integrated theories defined levels as follows:

4

• federalism, neorealist, functionalism, neo functionalism, inter governmentalism
13. The development of the political regime (based on (J.L. SEILER a A. MIROIR) was as follows:

4

• 1. Absolute monarchy; 2. limited (control) monarchy; 3. dual monarchy (monarch - parliament);
4. dual parliamentary system (government x parliament); 5.presidential system; 6. parliamentary
system; 7. the cabinet system; 8. particracy.
14. The geopolitics main targets were characterized as:

4

• 1. desirable Word organization, or other Word macro region; 2. seize control of the tangible
position and world areas; 3. consolidation or gaining own position in the framework of the existing
of great power position; 4. realization various political interest different political subjects.
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15. The state theories (based on K. Deutsch) is as follows:

4

• 1. Concentration of the settlement; 2. the town arise and development; 3. the basic communication network arise and development; 4. capital concentration; 5.development of the individual
consciousness and group interests; 6. development of the ethnics consciousness; 7. connection
between ethnics consciousness and political activities.
16. The nation dimension are defined as follows:

4

• 1. psychological, 2. cultural, 3. territorial, 4. political, 5. historical.
17. The current geopolitics concepts is possible to divide as follows:

4

• 1. bipolar; 2. unipolar; 3. unimultipolar; 4. multipolar.
18. War conflicts and operations is possible to divide to:

4

• conflict, local conflict, armament conflict, regional conflict, global conflict, war
19. Among main influences of corruption to the society and economical development is possible to
categorize:

4

• Delays in implementation law, Selection of unqualified contractors, Inflation of costs, Failure to
complete works, Deters investment, Prevents development, Adds to unproductive debt.
20. The phases of decolonization were as follows:

4

• Phase one: roughly 1957-1973 (most of West and East Africa) ; Phase two: roughly 1974-1994 (mostly
Southern/Central Africa)
21. The rights of national and ethnic minorities guarantee an access to:

4

• The right to develop, together with other members of the minority, their own culture, the right
to disseminate and receive information in their, native language, the right to associate in national
associations, the right to education in their own language, the right to use their own language
when dealing with officials, the right to participate in the resolution of affairs that concern national
and ethnic minorities.
22. The status of refugees is possible to define as:

4

• A person who is outside their country of origin or habitual residence because they have suffered persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or because they are
a member of a persecuted ’social group’.
23. The main aids of the Millennium Development Goals are:

4

• Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, Achieve universal primary education, Promote gender equality and empower women, Reduce child mortality, Improve maternal health, Combat
HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases.
24. The Prosperity Index consists several sub-indexes, each of which represents a fundamental aspect
of prosperity:

4

• Economy, entrepreneurship and opportunity, governance, education, health, safety and security,
personal freedom and social capital.
25. The indirect consequences Earth ecological system in order to keep sustainable development are:

4

• Demographic Economic ; Sociopolitical ; Science and Technology ; Cultural and Religious
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